ABSTRACT
Introduction
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To facilitate comparison of measurements on different days we used fluorescent beads.
148
The fluorescence intensity of 6-μm green calibration beads (bead with 1% relative intensity from We could also transfer the concentration calibration to flow cytometric measurements. In the microscopic calibration described above, the local fluorescence intensities at a pixel of the 158 sample and the bead are compared. In contrast, in flow cytometry the total intensity of the whole 159 cell and the bead are measured. Therefore, the ratio of the cellular and bead volumes had to be 
Determination of the absolute concentration of endogenously expressed Fos and Jun
where square brackets denote concentrations of free monomers and heterodimers, and written as the sum of the concentrations of free monomers F and J and heterodimers FJ:
The concentration of the heterodimer is: 
228
where the indexes D, A and e refer to donor-tagged, acceptor-tagged and endogenous molecules.
229
The fractions of donor-tagged Fos (p D ) and acceptor-tagged Jun (p A ) are:
The concentration of doubly labeled Fos D -Jun A dimers is:
233
We denote the FRET efficiency in the complex of a single donor-tagged Fos and an acceptor-
234
tagged Jun by E 0 . The measured apparent FRET efficiency E meas can be written as: 
Fos molecules can be labeled with donor, acceptor or can be unlabeled, and only homodimers 256 containing both a donor and an acceptor will produce FRET (Fig. 5) 
262
Combining equations 17 and 19 (see also Eq. S14 in the Supplement) yields 
271
In the analysis we also considered the presence of dark acceptor species due to imperfect 
FCCS)
The SPIM-FCCS measurements were performed on an in-house built selective plane illumination microscope setup based on the design described in (39, 40). Data were analyzed 
RESULTS
309
FRET microscopy implies Fos homodimerization
310
FRET is the radiationless transfer of energy from a donor fluorophore to a nearby 311 acceptor (27, 28), which is often used to assess molecular distances. To measure the association homodimers. We also analyzed the specific particle brightness F/N, defined as the ratio of the significantly larger than that of the negative control.
504
We also analyzed the protein mobility of the Green/Red dimers that could be extracted (Fig. 7D) . The presence of a single, slow component for Fos homodimers and Fos-Jun heterodimers indicated that these complexes could bind to slowly moving nuclear components, supposedly the chromatin. 
